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Abstract: Emergency rooms are becoming a primary option for patients as healthcare grows more expensive. This strain on
operations means that having the right amount of care, i.e., having the correct nurse to patient ratio and staying within the
organization’s budget constraints is crucial to organizational success. Bon Secours ER in Norfolk, VA is facing this exact
dilemma where their need is for a personnel scheduling application that optimizes the staff and their technical capabilities
with patient requirements while controlling costs. The challenge is maintaining an adequate nurse to patient ratio while
operating in a stochastic demand environment. This is where the current solutions are inadequate. This paper outlines an
approach used to generate optimal staffing schedules using Linear and Non-linear programming tools. The result is a twostage model in which the first determines the optimal staff count to be assigned per shift per day of the week, and the second
determines the weekly schedule for each member based on the daily schedule established in the first stage. The model is
showing gains in productivity as it allows the scheduler to quickly formulate a new schedule, and enables management to
understand the risk surrounding weak or heavy staffing levels.
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1. Introduction
The rise of the Emergency Room (ER) as the first option for healthcare, whether an immediate requirement for
services exists or not, has placed an inordinate burden on hospital systems. The subsequent strain this has on operations
means that having the right amount of care within the organization’s budget constraints for every hour is crucial to the
realization of the system. It is also has a direct impact on impact on patient care and as a result there needs to continue to be
“ongoing research regarding nurse staffing and patient outcomes” (Unruh, Hassmiller, and Reinhard, 2008). Nursing care is
a large part of the ER’s operations and budget. A hospital can see up to 25% of its budget being consumed by nursing costs
(Welton, Fischer, DeGrace, and Zone-Smith, 2006) (Kane and Siegrist, 2002). It becomes obvious that improvements in
scheduling are a welcomed advance for any hospital.
The ER Department at Bon Secours in Norfolk, VA must follow suite with every other hospital in the U.S., which is
delivering the best patient care without overextending its finances in the progression. In truth the burgeoning problem Bon
Secours’ ER is faced with is the arrangement of staff. Their goal is to improve their nurse scheduling system to ensure
success in delivering exceptional patient care while minimizing the total amount of time the staff is on duty. The challenge
for this or any other ER is maintaining an adequate nurse to patient ratio while operating in a stochastic demand environment.
This is not a mere exercise in budget cutting leading nurses doing more with less, and consequently leading to high turnover.
High nurse turnover can have detrimental effects on the ER’s operational productivity (Hayes, et al., 2006).
Various methods have been employed in other projects to solve these types of healthcare scheduling problems.
There is a rich and abundant amount of literature on operations research techniques used to solve hospital staff scheduling
issues, including methods such as tabu search, column generation, or mathematical programming (Gendreau, et al., 2006)
(Beaulieu, Ferland, Gendron, and Michelon, 2000). Weil et al (1995) used constraint programming to unravel this multilayered scheduling puzzle. Bouarab et al (2011) uses a combination of heuristics and a quadratic programming solution. This
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